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Abstract. Formal approach has been attracted in software development. We focus on JML which is a
behavioral interface specication language for Java based on Design by Contract. In this paper, we propose
Variable Coverage, a set of metrics for quality of contracts described by JML. Software quality will be able
to be measured more correctly using Variable Coverage because the metrics judge whether the contracts are
enough or not.
?? ????
Design by Contract??? DbC?[1]???????
??????????????????????????
Java????? JML (Java Modeling Language) [2]??



































































































































































































Return Value Parameter Field Variable
Visibility All Public All Public All Public
BoundedStack 6/6 6/6 1/2 1/2 0/1 {
DLList 4/4 4/4 3/4 3/3 { {
SLList 5/5 5/5 5/5 3/3 { {
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